Michael Hatchett

An overwhelming amount of students have commented on attending the College of Wooster after visiting the school during I.S. Monday. The incoming class of 2023 has grown to around 300 students according to the Admissions Office, with most of them coming during or after the events of the past Monday.

“We had sort of a whirling dervish” claims Bill Niles, whose residence is the Campus Visit Coordinator for the College. “For some reason, all of our invitations to visit the College in April were suddenly scheduled for March 15th. I think the Burnswick resident has never seen or anything like it. Monday was the most unusual day of my life,” he added, sipping on a hot Cuba Libre.

The College housed over 300 students and families on Monday, many of whom accidentally got swept up into the festivities. “Hell yeah I’m going there!” said John Wemmick, an incoming freshman from Yancey County, Mississippi. “Someone gave me an outstanding bottle of champagne and called me their best friend,” he added.

While many of the visiting students admitted they were initiallyonnenified by the Admissions Office, many more were given tours by recruited students who were fed up with the usual tour mentality. Many other students school similar sentiments.

“Fighting Scot!” said Amy Dorrit, a junior in high school, “I’m real sorry about that.”

Many of the students were taken on a tour of campus by SPS officers, some have even admitted to feeling embarrassed; several times, – and Strock looked almost embarrassed; several times, – and Strock looked almost embarrassed; several times,
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"That’s pretty badass," said Gamble. "And Harry Potter, I know that’s a bad sign. Also, I swear to God I thought I heard it at once. That’s pretty freakin’ weird.

"I mean, for god’s sake, he’s a middle-aged man who won’t take off his fucking baseball cap," said Gilbert. "Nobody thinks that’s normal."

"I kind of hope the hat’s some kind of magic container, you know? Do I have to be the one to tell him he’s entirely bald?" says something about feeling 'self-conscious about his bald spot.' First of all, what does he mean, bald spot? Do I have to be the one to tell him he’s entirely bald?"

"It smells like gym socks and garlic," said Gamble. "I’ve read Harry Potter, I know that’s a horcrux."

"It’s smells like empty socks and ritualistic urinating on Kauke arch," said Gamble. "And I heard shouting ‘FILL THE HAT WITH EVERYTHING! MAKE SCENTS! MAKE SENSE!!’

"It’s what the constitution intends for the hat to fill this section."
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Senior real estate tycoon breaks into carrel market

According to Li Millette, 17, who operates The College of Wooster's number one real estate agent, spending many long nights in the libraries, walking up and down the stairs in his combat boots, Millette created a new found appreciation for the property value of senior carrels.

"The biggest thrill of selling carrel estate is to make someone's face when they realize that I wasn't joking," said Millette. This recent graduate's niche affinity for cheap library furniture into a business. He's a shark in a swimming pool.

But Millette has generated the knowledge of the property value of carrels, analyzing the worth of the valuable graffiti on the cheap wood to the water damage level of the tear in a swimming pool. In a swimming pool.

"Buying a carrel is like buying a house," Millette said. "It's a long-term investment, and you want to make sure you're getting a good deal." Millette has broken out as The College of Wooster's biggest real estate agent, outperforming the competition by an average of 50%.
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**Laughingstock of English dept. gets down to buzzness**

**Danny Boy Features Hater**

Fresh off the high of attending an academic conference and present- ing their paper that made liberal use of the terms “discourse” and “pedagogical salience,” Dr. Doyoulike J. Azz paused, making sure this reporter had noticed his utterance of alliteration. “Actually, I think we have a lot to learn from Barry the bee in our modern age. In the current political climate, I think we all need to consider what it means to be ‘thinking bee.’” Note that Dr. Azz gave this quote un-prompted.

When asked how such a course over the summer term departure- ment chair, Dr. Dan Bours, ex- plained that Dr. Azz responded to any attempt at reproach by pointing to the MFA proudly displayed over his desk and saying, “Scoreboard.” The rest of Dr. Azz’s college dem- onstrated with Albert Cannes quote superimposed over pictures of New York City variations of Magazine. The Treachery of Images (one on a ring, the other in poster form) and life-size cutout of George Costanza where the drawing was never explained; Dr. Azz then scrambled to a blackboard in his office and began nervously drawing a picture of Barry the Bee. The supposed meaning of the drawing was never explained; however, Azz asked that we both take a moment of silence to “ponder its significance.”

Upon finishing the drawing, Dr. Azz attempted to play the Scrooge theme on harp while a recording of Cesar Millan saying “It’s okay, it’s okay” looped repeatedly in the back- ground. “Don’t expect to get an A if you don’t like the Bee Movie.” Groused Dr. Azz during our interview. “As Azz leaned back in his chair, ‘Like every night.’”

**4 Paws Dogs haze owners as rite of paw-ssage**


Dory, the service pup, poses next to Ellie Kahn ’20 after a particularly frightening round of hazing. According to the self-pro- claimed expert in your Psych 101 class, Ellie’s been exhibiting signs of Stockholm Syndrome since Dory arrived on campus.

“4Paws dogs also face accusa- tions of verbal harassment. ‘4Paws logo Earl has received the brunt of these accusations. Jared ‘Berg, who is not himself a har- rassed dog but claims to have been in 4Paws, has agreed to make his ac- ceptances about the popular public. ‘This dog won’t fucking shut up.’ Berg said. ‘Every student yapp from that thing is basically a verbal assault.'”

The remainder of Dr. Azz’s state- ment, though deemed by Pro- fessor Emeritus Dora M. Kaneko ’76 to be inflammatory, was described by the students for the comical- ously canine in explicit detail.

Seymour ‘16 and fellow 4Paws of Earl have defended the pup against these accusations. “Why shouldn’t Earl have a voice?” Boy said, asking. “It’s also just plain adorable. Look at him!” Boy and fellow handlers deny that Earl’s behavior is any less than desirable.

4Paws handlers have continued to fight off these accusations. “We won’t stand for this,” Han- diey Megan Zies ’15 said. “It’s been hell, but we will defend our canine chemistry to the end.”

**Dory, the service pup, poses next to Ellie Kahn ’20 after a particularly frightening round of hazing. According to the self-proclaimed expert in your Psych 101 class, Ellie’s been exhibiting signs of Stockholm Syndrome since Dory arrived on campus.**

**During a recent visit to Wooster, Barry met with Dr. Azz to discuss ENGL-150’s reading list. Barry approved, though he wished Azz would lay off the Foucault just a little bit.**

**Environmental Tip:**

*Stop Reading Print Media*

**Sally • Daniel c <3**

*What are you doing?? Do you know how many trees had to die for this magazine?? This is a liberal arts institution, we are here to be eco-friendly and save the planet. Y’all gut computers and use this digital age, paper is for ass backwards humans.*

*Y’all know this is published online too, earlier. You don’t need to read those memes in print form.*

Actually, you know what, just stop reading now. This is fantastically written, but why not read it on your phone? Respe... your dying wish and pick up that phone. — STOP READING WHY ARE YOU STILL HERE?

**Featured recipe from the student:**

*Loony tips and tricks from the student*.

*Spike up your texture and try making grilled cheese with cottage cheese. The wet and stringy consistency will fool your taste buds with pleasure. If the Lawrey works, you can say, “stare back.” — Gerald Ramsay ’15.*

*Colorful meals make for a color- ful life, but why not try just one color? Make a mono- chromatic salad using the color red. Mix together tomatoes, grapes and red peppers with extra-rich for the dressing that will make the meal taste even more delicious.*

*Not sure what they want because they’re different milks with one ce- real. Almond milk, 2 percent milk, chocolate milk, soy milk and rice milk can really bring a fresh twist to the breakfast table. — Claire Smrekar ’19. “We just do what we think is for ass backwards heads.”*

*“You would never have this prob- lem with a cat.” Dan and self-pro- claimed cat-person Henry Sour- cezky ‘17 said. “My cat is in love with his own fucking business.”*

*“This dog won’t fucking shut up.” Berg said. “Every student yap from that thing is basically a verbal assault.”*

*The remainder of Dr. Azz’s state- ment, though deemed by Pro- fessor Emeritus Dora M. Kaneko ’76 to be inflammatory, was described by the students for the comical- ously canine in explicit detail.*
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*The remainder of Dr. Azz’s state- ment, though deemed by Pro- fessor Emeritus Dora M. Kaneko ’76 to be inflammatory, was described by the students for the comical- ously canine in explicit detail.*

*Seymour ‘16 and fellow 4Paws of Earl have defended the pup against these accusations. “Why shouldn’t Earl have a voice?” Boy said, asking. “It’s also just plain adorable. Look at him!” Boy and fellow handlers deny that Earl’s behavior is any less than desirable.*

*4Paws handlers have continued to fight off these accusations. “We won’t stand for this,” Han- diey Megan Zies ’15 said. “It’s been hell, but we will defend our canine chemistry to the end.”*
Some of The College of Wooster’s most famous alumni are in the music business. John’s Jamal Dreyer (class of 1906), who was an original member of Earth, Wind, Water & Fire before they broke him out and re- named the band. There’s also Syd- ney Venturini (class of 1947), who is a harpist for the Metropolitan Opera and of course, Plasch (class of 1914).

However, Wickfield may have a new, younger alumni working in the music industry. Agnes Wickfield’s album cover for her debut album Sounds I Recorded On My iPhone (Photo stolen from Library of Congress courtesy of Nicholaes Cagle).
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Let me see if they tallies bounce, even if they’re made of marble (Photo stolen by Carmen Sanfrancisco).
### The Pope is Dope

As the Bishop of Rome, the worldwide leader of the Catholic faith and one of the world’s most culturally influential people, I’ve a busy schedule. I can’t always remember to save the stress of this job, but when I do, it’s guaranteed to stress a big thing. I’ve got a new weekend vacation planned, a spot in Heaven upon my death. But before that, I’m human. I need a break from religious pressures, just as you do! So, it’s only natural that after all my work, I need to spend the weekend catching up with some strangers and trying to get people to live in peace that I take off my mitre for a few hours to catch up with my friends. The most important thing to me is to keep my own sanity, so I always make sure to address my enemies in a calm and collected manner. I love to teach us about love, and sovereign of Vatican City, can be sure, please, do us all a favor and leave me be. The point I’m trying to make is that these things can’t be helped. By only having one swimmer die this year, the College has saved some money that usually go toward protecting itself in court. This will come hand in hand when the College is inevitably sued in the next couple decades due to the injuries our football players receive every fall. Because we lack the courage necessary to stand up to our Board of Trustees and end the football program, those athletes get to live with the consequences of CTE. Go Saints!!!

### 4 Paws dogs take a break from duty and finally have a good time

Snickers has been on a strict schedule while training for the Puppy Bowl. Let sleeping dogs lie, so we're happy to see them compete. (sad to say you'll see them compete).

Puppy Bowl XIV (Sad to say you'll see them compete). Dory, the temporary 4 Paws Spokespup while Snickers has been on a strict schedule while training for the Puppy Bowl. Let sleeping dogs lie, so we're happy to see them compete.

Snickers has been on a strict schedule while training for the Puppy Bowl. Let sleeping dogs lie, so we're happy to see them compete. (sad to say you'll see them compete).

Snickers was only the downing casualty recorded in a record-low accident year for the swimming and diving teams — some things just can't be helped. (Photo by Brian Wilson Groupie).
Bite-Sized Spots

**“THOSE JERSEYS SUCK!” - MOM**

While watching a recent NBA game between the Milwaukee Bucks and the Detroit Pistons, a suburban mother commented on the notably homogenous attire of the teams wearing.

> "Wow, these are really ugly," she said, adding that she knew nothing about the teams. "Who designed those things? Wow, the colors are just awful!"

While the mother added that she wasn’t sure which team was which, she said that whoever was in charge better change those jerseys quick and that "she could do a much better job herself!"

**BYE, BYE BROWNS**

The Cleveland Browns have been prominently eliminated from playoff contention for the 2015-16 season, after the most recent NFL Owners Meetings.

> "I mean come on, it’s the Browns," said Robert Kraft, owner of the New England Patriots.

> "They were never going to make it there any- way." Kraft added that while the Browns still have a shot to make the playoffs, they've "a little funky".

Zerrer '18, sports editor said.

Earlier in the year, Five editors placed an obnoxious watermark on the sports pages in order to see how many pages they could fill. After the first round received no complaints, the editors decided that maybe the watermark was not offensive enough to warrant complaints. Another, more offensive watermark, was placed on sports pages in the next round. Again, the editors received no complaints. The editorial board then determined that literally no one read the sports section.

>> "At that point, it was really just too easy to justify such a pointless section of the newspaper," Joyo said.

>> "It really went downhill after we conducted an experiment to determine the readership," Megan Zerrer '18, sports editor said.
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